
 

Catalyst Games 

Play Craft Earn 

 

Catalyst Games develops video games and incubates new games for Web3. Our first game is Crypto 
Warrior a Mobile Tower Defense. Our goal is to blend the familiar Free to Play model with the newer 
Play to Earn model.  

 

  



DISCLAIMER  
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed as                                    

a commitment, promise or guarantee by Catalyst Games or any other individual or organization                            

mentioned in this white paper relating to the future availability of services related to the use of                                  

the tokens or to their future performance or value.  

 

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not                                  

constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any                                       

invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities not should it or any part of it form the basis of or be                                           

relied upon in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. Catalyst Games expressly                            

disclaims all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind                                

whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the white                            

paper, any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.  

  

This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, it is strictly informational. Do not trade or                                    

invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment                            

involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the                            

potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with                        

assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document                            

and develop a stand-alone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment                            

decision.  

  

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable.                              

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed                              

or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or                                

accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as                              

of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and                                  

other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual                                

aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that                                



these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart, or other visual aid                                  

can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.  

  

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference,                        

forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of                        

historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking                              

statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily                        

speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements                        

may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown                                    

risks, uncertainties, and other factors, most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that                                

some or all such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from                              

actual results. 
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Executive Summary  
Catalyst Games is building a group of Web3 games under our governance token CTGM for investors to 
invest in multiple games at once. Each game will have its own utility token allowing play 2 earn while 
reducing the risk of inflating or deflating the parent token.   

Our mission is to grow our governance token CTGM which will manage all games created or incubated 
by Catalyst Games.   

The new form of video game monetization is Web3 which requires players and investors to trust the 
token, NFT’s, and Web3 Developers. This creates a barrier to entry creating a need for indie developers 
and game studios to seek a company like Catalyst Games that will give them access to our community 
and token.   

Mission  
Our mission is to provide Free to Play games on iOS and Android and use tokenomics to support a Play 
to Earn economy. We plan to launch Crypto Warriors the Tower Defense, then start development on our 
second game.  
 

Blending Free to Play and Play to Earn 
First, I will describe both models:  
 
Free to Play: Players can play the game for free, and the company brings in revenue from in game 
purchases, ads, upgrades, and special abilities. The advantage is that many mobile gamers are familiar 
and accepting of this monetization model. 
 
Play to Earn: Players are rewarded by playing the game or creating assets that can be sold on a 
marketplace. This is generally in the form of NFT’s or cryptocurrencies in the form of a token. This 
concept was created from the blockchain, and common players are not familiar with it.  
 
To blend these 2 models, we purpose this idea: Purchases made by Free to Play players will go towards 
funding the Play to Earn economy.  
 
For example, say a Free to Play player purchases a sword for $3.99 from our store with their credit card 
like normal. We would then take the $3.99, convert it into a cryptocurrency, and purchase a sword from 
the NFT Marketplace where a Play to Earn player has posted it. This would allow new players to 
contribute to the economy without having to go through the confusing process of making a wallet, 
converting USD to ADA, then purchasing a NFT on the marketplace, then checking with the game to 
make sure their NFT is in game.  
 

Governance CTGM and Utility Tokens 
The governance token CTGM will be used in staking and decisions for the company. 
 
The utility token will be game specific reducing the risk of an economy inflating or deflating our parent 
token. Fees will be taken on each utility token transaction: 5% on transactions and 50% to foundation 
and 50% to staking  



 

What next 
Our future plans are to expand the current game and incorporate Web3.  

 Expand/Polish Game Content: New levels, new enemies, and balance 
 Player vs Player: Create system for PvP in game similar to StarCraft 2 Custom Game TD 
 Wallet Connection: Allow new players to create wallets using their email to help with onboarding 
 NFT Integration: Integrate NFT Avatars, Weapons, Armor, and Potions into our game granting a 

utility to our NFT’s 
 Staking Pool: Create Staking Pool and reward early adapters to grow and help fund the ecosystem 
 

Challenges and risks  
 
 We are built on Cardano which is a relatively new chain that has high supply but lower demand 
 Current Tower Defense players may be averse to playing a blockchain game because of the poor 

media 
 Catalyst Games is a new video game development company and risks not allocating enough time for 

certain tasks potentially missing deadlines  
 Play to Earn: This is a new concept and may not be immediately accepted 
 Economy: The economy of this game needs to be solid or it will get out of control and become 

broken  

Background  
Q4 2020 Concept founded: originally to be a mobile remake of Castle Crashers on Etherium  
Q1 2021 Connected to Blockchain: manually connected to the blockchain for the first time  
Q2 2021 1st NFT Created: posted NFT’s on OpenSea (later removed) 
Q3 2021 Alpha: unsuccessful launch on desktop for Castle Crashers remake due to poor “feel” 
Q1 2022 Social Media launched: Discord, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram  
Q1 2022 Pivoted: change to Tower Defense with elements of Kingdom Rush and Balloons TD on Cardano 
Q2 2022 Alpha: more successful alpha launch on iOS and Android of the Tower Defense 
Q2 2022 PocketGames Conference: pitched game here and met potential customers  
Q2 2022 1st NFT Launch: 1,111 Avatars launched on Cardano 

Web3 
NFT Avatar 
The NFT Avatars will give players access to Play to Earn within Crypto Warrior. Holding the Avatar in 
game will allow you to gain blockchain resources that can be crafted into weapons, armor, and potions 
that can be sold on the marketplace or used in game. The avatar will not have any stats by itself and it 
can be burned if killed too many times.   
 



 NFT Weapons, Armor, & Potions 
The NFT Weapons, Armor, and Potions will increase the players stats. These stats include tower damage, 
tower speed, and an Avatar revive. The company will initially release less than what is needed for each 
Avatar to be fully equipped, hopefully incentivizing crafting and selling on the marketplace.  
 

Governance and Tokens 
Catalyst Game Token (CTGM) will be the Governance Token of Catalyst Games (the parent development 
company). Each game under Catalyst Games will have its own utility token to help reduce the risk of an 
economy becoming unbalanced and crashing the governance token.  

CTGM will allow voting on company decisions including what video game to develop next and any 
expansions for the current games.  

Crypto Warrior Utility Token (OINK) players will purchase this in game then use it in an in game 
marketplace to purchase live items off the marketplace. This will assist with the loss that would happen 
from players being forced to move to the website, connect their wallet, purchase the NFT, then re-sync 
their wallet with the game.  

Staking 
This area is still being developed though this is my initial concept. Allow staking and NFT staking for 
governance and/or utility tokens. The cash generated from the staking pool will be invested directly 
back into the company in the form of development, marketing, giveaways, and/or re-investing into its 
own pool to help it grow.  

Supply and Price 
NFT Generation Supply Price (ADA) 

Avatar  1 3,333 44 
Weapons/Armor  1 5,555 15  
Potions  1 2,222 5  

*We reserve the right to add Generations depending on market needs. We will not release more 
Generation 1 NFTs but we cannot exactly predict the total supply needed for the life of the game. 

Drop Schedule 
NFT Drop Series Date Supply Price (ADA) 

Avatar 1 5/31 1,000 44 
Weapons/Armor 1 6/30 2,000 15  
Potions 1 7/31 1,000 5  
Avatar 2 TBD 1,000 44 
Weapons/Armor 2 TBD 1,500 15 
Potions 2 TBD 1,000 5 
Avatar 3 TBD 1,000 44 
Weapons/Armor 3 TBD 1,500 15 
Avatar Giveaways NA 333 Free 
Weapons/Armor Giveaways NA 555 Free 
Potions Giveaways NA 222 Free 



*This concludes the complete Generation 1 supply. The Drop Series 2 and 3 date depends on the success 
of the first. 

 

Market 
Tower Defense Market 
Kingdom Rush is a mobile tower defense game that allows players to control heroes and units against 
the waves of enemies.  
 
Balloon TD 6 includes heroes for the first time who all have special skills and abilities. This game focuses 
on tower placement and optimization instead of unit control.  
 
Axie Infinite is a success story of the Play to Earn market, they also play off of pokemon with breeding 
and fighting.  

 
Cardano 
In Q3 2021 Cardano released their Smart Contracts, meaning we are very early to the market. Cardano 
has a relatively smaller community though it is supported by extreme dedication.  
 
In 2021 Cardano had the most GitHub development at 140,000+ which is likely due to the Smart 
Contract release, though it shows the support.  
 

Blockchain Gaming 
754 million wallets were related to gaming in 2021.  

 
Mobile Gaming 
One of the largest markets, 2.6 billion in the world. The highest concentration of Play 2 Earn adoption is 
in South East Asia.  
 



Road map  

 

Platform 
Gameplay experience 
Play, Craft, Earn 
Players will have 5 campaigns to play through with roughly 10 levels each. Each campaign will feature 
new enemies, abilities, landscapes and increasing difficulty.  
 

Map  
Our map consists of 5 ecosystems: Forest, Swamp, Desert, Arctic, and Volcanic regions.  

Assets marketplace 
NFT Avatars, weapons, armor, potions, and resources will be bought and sold on the cardano 
marketplace. We hope to integrate a marketplace into our website to make our website a one stop 
shop. Drop price for avatars is 44 ada and weapons, armor and potions will be around 10-20 ada. The 
resale value for these should be around the original purchase price since these prices are around a 
normal game.  

Creators 
Artists will be encouraged to create cosmetic NFT’s for the game which will be sold on the marketplace. 
They will retain 90% of the original sale and 5% off all sales after. Catalyst games and the marketplace 
will take a 10% fee, and potentially some royalty or transaction fee in the marketplace.  

 
 
Stopped here for now 5/9/2022 



Economy  
NFT Fee 
Catalyst Games will set a 5% royalty fee.   

Tokenomics  
Use case for each – play to earn, nft holders, staking, nft staking 

Players  
Playing, skill based challenges (pay fee and chance to win pot), tips system (streamers may be tipped 
ctgm for performance on entertaining audience or teaching  

Flow diagram of currency  
 

Project funding and initial revenue – 
Strategic sale 4% 
Launchpad sale 12% 
Foundation 12% 
Company reserve 25.82% 
Founders and Team 19%  
Advisors 10%  
 
Ctgm allocated to investors in seed sale and strategic sale are 100% locked for 3 yrs with 12 month cliff, 
ctgm for founders, team and advisors are 100% locked for 5 years and 12 month cliff  
 

Initial exchange offering  
Goal raise amount for 12% without soft cap and therefor no refunds of funds contributed to below  
Grow dev team and infrastructure of platform – 45% 
Marketing – creator acquisition and ip licenses for nft developments – 45% 
Security, legal and compliance expenses 7% 
General and admin expenses 3% 
 
Investors – traditional vc, cryptocurrency investors, gaming companies, gamers, game devs  
 



Technology  
Future 
Multiple class fungible token  
Tech breakdown 
Program agents 
Engine 
Wallets 
Security  
 

The team  
Core team 
Advisors  
Services providers  
 

Conclusion 


